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We investigate some consequences of adding De Morgan's law ~~\x v "1y = ~l(x A y) or
strong De Morgan's law (x ==> y) v (y => x) = 1 to the axioms of a topos of sheaves on a locale
L. In the case of a topological space X, these conditions correspond to some properties of disconnectedness on X.
0. Introduction

In [3] and [4], the authors have investigated properties of Boolean algebras
in a topos Sh L of sheaves on a locale L. Problems of this kind have also been studied
by B. Banaschewski and K. R. Bhutani in [1] and [2].
The main difficulty that arises, working in Sh L, is that, classical algebraic theorems don't remain in general true, their validity strictly depends on some suitable
properties of the locale L. While studying this kind of properties, we have seen that
De Morgan's and strong De Morgan's laws very often occur in the hypotheses we
need, and that thpy really force some interesting results, as the Stone theorem for
Boolean algebras (see [4]). This note wants to be a short survey on the consequences
of adding De Morgan's or strong De Morgan's law to the axioms of a topos of sheaves. The principal aim is to give a list of conditions that we have proved to be equivalent to the above mentioned logical principles; these results and their complete constructive proofs are essentially part of [4] and [5]. Many interesting results on the
subject are contained in P. Johnstone [7] and [8]. De Morgan's and strong De Morgan's laws also appear in S. B. Niefield - K. I. Rosenthal [10] and [11], in connection
with the spectrum of a commutative ring.
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1. On De Morgan's and strong De Morgan's laws

Consider a locale Land the topos Sh Lof sheaves on L. It is well known, that the
two De Morgan's laws are the following
(A)

~lx

(B)

~lx v ~ly = ~l(x Ay)

A

~1y = "l(x v y )

Vx,

yeL

Vx, y e L

and that, while the first one holds in any Heyting algebra (hence in any topos), the
second one is not in general true. For strong De Morgan's law, we mean the following
(C)

(x => y) v (y => x) = 1 Vx, y e L

where 1 is the top element of the locale.
Of course (C) => (B).
In the case of a topos of sheaves on a topological space X (then L ^ {open subsets
of X}), P. Johnstone proved the following
Proposition 1.1 (see [7]).
i) Lsatisfies (B) iffX is extremally disconnected.
ii) L satisfies (C) iff any closed subset ofX is extremally disconnected.
Let us recall now some definitions.
Definition 1.2 (see [4]). An element x e L is internal prime iff x is prime as a global
element x e Q in Sh L (in the internal logic of the topos).
It is easy to see that x is internal prime iff the following holds in L:
Vw, ve L,

u A v _: x implies

(u => x) v (v => x) = 1 .

Denote by D a distributive lattice in Sh L, and by B a Boolean algebra in Sh L.
The sheaves Idl(D) and Filt(D) defined by Idl(D) (u) = {ideals for D|fl} and
Filt(D) (u) = {filters for D|M}, Vw e L , are respectively the internal object of ideals
for D, and the internal object of filters for D (for more details see [1]).
Definition 1.3. A D-filter F is internal prime iff F is prime as a global element
of Filt(D) eShL (i.e. iff - internally - VD-filters Fl5 F2, Ft n F2 c F implies
F! = F or F2 £ F).
Definition 1.4 (see [4]). A D-filter F is prime iff (internally) Va,be D, a v be F
implies a e F or b e F.
Of course, internal prime implies prime.
Definition 1.5 (see [5]). A D-filter is relatively maximal iff (internally) VD-filter
G, G 2 F and (0 e G => 0 e F), implies G = F.
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Note that in Definition 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5, the filters are not supposed to be proper.
Similarly all the previous definitions can be given in the case of ideals instead of
filters.
Definition 1.6. A Boolean algebra B is prime (we say uniform in [4]) iff the ideal 0
is internal prime (i.e. VB-ideals I, J, I n J = 0 implies I = 0 or J = 0).
Now, we can give the main results.
Theorem 1.7. The following are equivalent.
1) L satisfies De Morgan's law.
2) 0 e L is internal prime (0 is the bottom element of L).
3) 2 G ShL is a prime Boolean algebra (2 denotes the coproduct of two copies
ofleSh L).
4) 2 e Sh Lis an injective Boolean algebra.
5) V distributive lattice D e Sh L, any proper maximal filter in internal prime.
6) V Boolean algebra Be Sh L, any proper maximal filter is internal prime.
1) VD e Sh L, any proper maximal filter is prime.
8) VB e Sh L, any proper maximal filter is prime.
9) VB G Sh L, any proper prime filter is internal prime.
Proof. For what concernes the proof, points 2) and 3) are contained in [4], 4)
in [7], 7) and 8) in [8], and 5), 6) and 9) in [5]. In [7] and [8] a few more conditions
that we don't mention here, are given.
Theorem 1.8. The following are equivalent.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

6)
1)
8)
9)
10)

L satisfies strong De Morgan's law.
Q is (internally) totally ordered in Sh L.
| x £ L satisfies De Morgan's law, Vx G L.
x G L is internal prime, Vx e L.
2X G Sh L is a prime Boolean algebra, VJC G L (2X denotes the sheaf associated
to the following presheaf V,

*>-{{?.

if

1Ì
1}

VD G Sh L, any
VBe ShL, any
VDeShL, any
VJ5 G Sh L, any
V5 G Sh L, any

-ғ
lf

u $ x

^
U ^ X

(see

v

[4])'

L

J/

relatively maximal filter is internal prime.
relatively maximal filter is internal prime.
relatively maximal filter is prime.
relatively maximal filter is prime.
prime filter is internal prime.

Proof. 2) is trivial. 3), 4) and 5) are in [4]; 6), 7), 8), 9) and 10) are in [5].
Note that in [5], as in [7] and [8], proofs are given in the case of an arbitrary
topos.
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Remark 1.9. Theorem 1.7 involves only proper D-filters, i.e. filters F such that
(internally) 0 $ F; so Vu e L, u 4= 0, F(u) =t= D(u). Of course in this case we must
consider only on trivial distributive lattices D.
In Theorem 1.8 anyfilteris considered.
Remark 1.10. An interesting relation between some conditions of Theorem 1.7
and of Theorem 1.8, is obtained by considering the following morphism of locales

L

* t*,

and its corresponding geometric morphism.
Sh L s = s Sh |x .
^»
Since — v x is an inclusion of locales, Sh ]x is a subtopos of Sh L(it is also more);
a sheaf F e Sh ]x becomes an element of Sh L by putting F(u) = F(u v x)9 u e L,
and a sheaf GeS/i Lis in Sh Uiff G(u) = {*}, Vu = x.
So, since Sh L satisfies strong De Morgan's law iff Sh |x satisfies De Morgan's
law for any x, we get a connection between the two theorems. For example, the sheaf
2xe Sh L can be seen as <j)*(2) where now 2 e Sh |x; in this way properties of 2X
(Theorem 1.8, 5)) can be asily related to properties of the initial Boolean algebra 2
(Theorem 1.7, 3)).
Remark 1.11. Note that 9) of Theorem 1.7 and 10) of Theorem 1.8 hold only
in the case offiltersfor Boolean algebras. A similar result is true for any distributive
lattice iff the topos is Boolean (see [5]). Of course L Boolean implies that L satisfies
strong De Morgan's law.
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